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▪ 2.3 million incarcerated individuals in the U.S.

➢ ~ 65% have substance use disorders (SUDs)

➢ ~ 1 in 3 individuals diagnosed with opioid use 

disorder (OUD).

▪ Fatal overdose is often preceded by incarceration.

▪ Medications for OUD (MOUD) for incarcerated 

individuals is not the standard-of-care.

▪ Our knowledge is limited on the thoughts, beliefs, and 

motivations of people while incarcerated and 

transitioning out of prison/jail. 

▪ Study will highlight…

▪ Reflections about this transition period.

▪ Factors influencing decisions to seek treatment, 

attempt sobriety, or return to opioid use.

▪ Crucial to understanding and contextualizing the 

subsequent trajectories of incarcerated individuals.

▪ Trajectories will highlight the various mental, physical, 

and social barriers to treatment.

▪ Interviews  

transcribed and 

coded. 

▪ Interdisciplinary 

team: 

anthropology, 

public health, 

and psychiatry. 
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▪ This study’s findings will offer insight to health care 

providers and peer-support counselors on the breadth of 

concerns that incarcerated individuals possess.

▪ Themes/trajectories prompt more purposeful initiation 

of treatment (e.g., MOUDs) in incarceration settings.

▪ Themes/trajectories provide an awareness for the 

benefits of continuation of care (e.g., MOUD 

continuation, peer support, recovery housing, link to 

treatment, harm reduction services) post release.

▪ Trajectories provide insight for policy-makers and health 

care providers to initiate changes to current laws and 

recommendations.
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THEMES HIGHLIGHTS

▪ This population faces many negative perceptions (e.g., 

dangers to society, lacking the ability to change, 

undeserving of rights/liberties), which may lead to 

substandard medical care.

▪ Incarcerated individuals with SUD face difficulties 

establishing social support systems and engaging 

in treatment during a vulnerable period post release.

▪ Qualitative research permits, highlights, and 

necessitates studied populations to be experts in their 

narrative. It provides essential insight into specific 

perspectives of marginalized and underrepresented 

populations to better inform public health, 

preventative health, and medicine measures.
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▪ Codes (e.g., barriers to 

treatment, incarceration 

experiences, transitions out 

of incarceration).

▪ Analysis: iterative categorization. 
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